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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE STOCK MARKET
BIG NEWS: CHANGING OUR RESEARCH FORMAT TO PAUL COHEN’S INVESTMENT HUB
For many years, I was the first analyst in Wall Street to research and initiate coverage of the cannabis industry. We will
continue to update our 309 company Marijuana Database and follow the industry.
However, my concerns about this industry have pointed me to changing our presentation to following certain companies in
other industries that have the potential to perform well in the securities markets. Our purpose has always been helping
investors find stocks that can make them money over the long term, via investment. We do not recommend stocks.
My views on the cannabis industry are: With new Chief of Staff General John Kelly combining his anti-pot views with AG
Sessions, Gov. Chris Christie and others in the current Administration, investors are faced with a hostile Federal Government
and Administration for an entire industry. That is the worst possible news for this or any industry.
It is clear to me that investing in this industry, picking companies that are virtually entirely exposed to cannabis, does not
spread the investor’s business model risk to the vagaries of the cannabis industry.
In addition, the opioid crisis is extremely serious. We do not have statistics as to how pot has been a gateway drug. However
it is apparent that recreational pot is in fact a gateway drug in this awful crisis.
We know of only one company in the cannabis industry that has spread its business model risk to other industries with huge
growth, yet at the same time has a disruptive marijuana technology that should continue to capture market share in the
cannabis industry.
That stock is AMFE, Amfil ($0.20). We have analyzed certain of their Press Releases in bringing AMFE to investor’s attention.
Some favorite marijuana stocks such as Mass Roots have been forced to change their entire cannabis business model.
However, AMFE’s marijuana technology is the best we are aware of in this industry. This technology should survive, grow and
do well over time regardless of industry problems. Pot will grow. AMFE’s technology will grow with the industry.

